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Blue Jasmine introduces the Anchan Thai Buffet Dinner (Thursday to Saturday) 

Casual yet chic restaurant to offer authentic Thai-Halal Buffet in a contemporary setting 
 

 
 
Singapore, 5 October 2017 – Blue Jasmine at Park Hotel Farrer Park is pleased to introduce the Anchan Thai 
Buffet. Blue Jasmine or butterfly pea flower is also known as Anchan in the Thai language. Guests will be 
treated to Thailand’s most popular regional cuisine with an extensive buffet line-up. 
 
From 5 October 2017, Chef Bright Kan San together with his two Thai chefs, Ms Duangjaisantisuk Nipaporn and 
Ms Donnapa Phongraksa will fire up taste buds with a menu of authentic Thai delicacies along with some 
signature dishes during the buffet dinner. 
 
Inspired by food from the Southern and North Eastern parts of Thailand, the Anchan Thai Buffet will showcase 
a few Esarn dishes which are characterised by native cooking styles and ingredients which are traditionally 
very spicy and or very sour, giving the dishes a burst of flavours on the palate. In addition, all-time favourites 
from Thailand’s bustling street food culture which combine ‘hot, sour, salty and sweet’, will deliver robust 
flavours with earthy herbs and fragrant spices imported directly from Thailand. 
 
Guests can savour a wide selection of delicious dishes, beginning with the traditional green mango salad, while 
for some who prefer a slightly sweeter taste, the yellow mango salad from the incredible spread of appetisers. 
Another unique treat, which some might mistake for traditional chips, is the Tom Yum Taro; delicious tom yum 
flavoured chips which are crispy and yet simply melts in the mouth.  
 
The main dining experience will include Chef Bright’s signature Massman of Lamb from Australia with sweet 
potato, cinnamon and roasted peanuts. His roasted Chicken Esarn style, marinated with turmeric and 
coriander root, is mixed with his signature smoked chilli sauce to offer a mildly sour and spicy flavour. Dining 
on Thai cuisine is never complete without the traditional southern style Yellow curry which chef prepares with 
tiger prawns and betel leaves. 
 
To bring the buffet and its flavours directly to guests, there will be several live stations, one featuring the 
traditional Thai noodle soup. Set in the same area is a Thai Tea station which will present the showmanship of 
Teh Tarik (the art of tea ‘pulling’ to cool it, mix it thoroughly and give the tea a better flavour). 



 
                             
 
A stand out from the live stations however, features the most delectable dessert for Durian lovers, the Durian 
Sticky Rice. Guest can choose between or indulge on both the blue jasmine sticky rice and the black glutinous 
rice which will be topped off with the deliciously fresh and creamy durian custard flesh, bringing them to a 
decadent yet heavenly end to their dining experience. 
 
For reservations or enquiries, please call +65 6824 8851 or email hello@bluejasmine.com.sg 

Operating Hours  
Dinner: 6.00pm to 10.00pm  
 
 

- Ends - 
 

Blue Jasmine 
Level 5, Park Hotel Farrer Park 

10 Farrer Park Station Road, Singapore 217564 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/bluejasmine.sg/  

www.parkhotelgroup.com/en/farrerpark/blue-jasmine  
 

About Blue Jasmine 
Located on the fifth floor of the Park Hotel Farrer Park, the new 100-seater Thai restaurant offers authentic Thai 
flavours within a contemporary setting.  Offering a host of classic and street food dishes, Blue Jasmine’s menu 
offers the perfect harmony of earthy herbs and fragrant spices. Designed by FBEYE international, the casual yet 
chic restaurant draws inspiration from Asia’s cultures – from East to West - nestled amongst Park Hotel Farrer 
Park’s stunning pool deck. 
 
Diners at Blue Jasmine will be able to choose from indoor or alfresco dining as well as different menu options; 
from ala carte to special buffets for seasonal occasions. 
 
About Park Hotel Farrer Park  
Situated atop Farrer Park MRT station, Park Hotel Farrer Park is home to a mix of 300 guest rooms and lofts. 
Park Hotel Farrer Park will bring modern comfort and unique dining experiences to one of Singapore’s most 
vibrant ethnic enclaves. Standing tall amongst surrounding heritage shophouses, the hotel blends tastefully into 
the bustling and nostalgic neighbourhood with its chic-living loft rooms, distinctive dining concepts and modern 
facilities.  
 
For Park Hotel Farrer Park enquiries, please contact: 

Geetha Warrier   
Marketing & Communications Manager   
E: geetha.warrier@parkhotelgroup.com  
M: +65 9857 2602  
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